2019 Alabama Governor’s Safety and Health Conference
Topic Tracts and Titles with Speakers

New To Safety - Sand Castle I
New to Safety - Part I
New to Safety - Part II
You Had an Accident - Now What?
Building a Strong Foundation for Professional Development
OSHA Recordkeeping
OSHA Inspections and Employer Rights
The Good, The Bad, The Ugly: Measuring the Effectiveness of Your Safety Efforts

Manufacturing / General Industry - Ballroom D
Lockout / Tagout + Tryout
Machine Guarding
Powered Industrial Vehicle Training Program: Make It Relevant, Make It Your Own
Equipment Safety Controls
Fire Protection Systems - What You Need to Know
Overhead Crane Safety - Line of Fire - Lessons Learned
Fit Testing for Hearing Protection - What You Need To Know
Risk Assessment... One company’s Approach Using Simple, User-Friendly Tools

Construction - Ballroom E
The New OSHA Crane Rules - Are Your Operators Trained? Certified?
Event Learning - Done Right!
Stop the Drop
Utility Strike Prevention
JHA - If You are on Time You are Late!
Assessing and Developing a Culture of Safety within a Workforce
Electrical Safety for Construction and Maintenance of Temporary Wiring
Whoa!! Workzone Ahead!

Risk Management / Transportation - Sand Castle II
Innovative Treatments in Elbow Tendinopathy
Business Case for Safety
You’re Going to be Sued - Now What?
Don’t Let Backpain Become a Pain in the Wallet
Benefits of Managed Onsite Programs/ Clinics
Life in the Fast Lane
Emergency Response: Private vs. Public Can’t We All Just Get Along?

Occupational Health / IH - Sand Dollar
Mold & Indoor Air Quality Triage: When to Go Solo & When to Punt
Wearable Sensors for Ergonomics in the Industry 4.0 Era
Wake Up to Sleep Issues in the Workplace
Respiratory Protection and Practical Fit Testing Demonstration
Giving the Silent Treatment - Evaluating the Feasibility of Noise Engineering Controls
Confined Space Update
Current State of Crystalline Silica

Safety Leadership - Ballroom ABC
Lean Principles for the Safety Professional
Aim for Excellence... SHARP/VPP Cooperative Programs
Preparing for "Post Incident" Litigation
Fundamental Tools of Safety Leadership
What’s on Workers Minds when Working Safely is Not?
Hey Leader! Are you Setting the "Right" Safety Climate?
Case Studies - What Might Have Been
Humor in Safety

Best Practices - Ballroom FGH
Root Cause Analysis & Effective Corrective Actions
Interactive Safety Training Through the Eyes of A Game Designer
A Day in the Life of a Safety Person
The Known/Unknowns of Environmental Regulations
Creating Psychologically Safe Workplaces
Award Winning Safety - Best Practices - How You Can Learn from the Best!
What Keeps You Awake at Night? Safety & Health Hot Button Issues - Round Table Part I
What Keeps You Awake at Night? Safety & Health Hot Button Issues - Round Table Part II